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The Topcalf Trio calf hutch offers space for 3 calves. The Trio calf hutch is designed so that it can easily be 
moved, using a loader. The Topcalf Trio calf hutch offers comfort to the calves and to the farmer. 

The galvanized frame of this calf hutch ensures a long product lifespan and due to the solid plastic walls and 
the removable slatted floors, the Trio calf hutch is very easy to clean. The separation walls are removable, 
which make it possible to create a small group housing. This way, the calves can get accustomed to living in a 
group. The Trio calf hutch is standardly equipped with an isolated roof and with sliding panels at the back of 
the hutch to control the climate inside. Furthermore, the Topcalf Trio calf hutch is standardly equipped with 
divisible front gates, lighting and electricity. 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
Frame made of galvanized steel  
Solid plastic walls 
Adjustable bars in front gates 
Removable slatted plastic floors 
Divisible front gates 
2 separation walls
Isolated roof 
On-site roof assembly
Equipped with lighting and electricity 

BENEFITS
Quality: the galvanized frame ensures a long product life span 
Removable slatted floors make it easy to clean the hutch 
The divisible front gates allow the farmer to enter the calf hutch without disturbing the calf while drinking  
The removable separation walls make it possible to change the two separate boxes into a small group housing
Sliding panels at the back of the box make it possible to control the climate in the hutch
Standardly equipped with lighting and electricity for optimal working comfort 
Easy to move by using a loader 

*Accessories can be found on page 30

SKU Product

 56.101.065 Topcalf Trio XL

TOPCALF TRIO CALF HUTCH

Dimensions inside: 3 x 100 cm (39,76”) 

Isolated roof

Side walls (Outside dimensions): 240 cm (94,49”) 
Box depth (Inside dimensions) : 162 cm (63,78”) 

230 cm
(90,55”) 

205 cm
(80,71”)

Dimensions outside including roof: 342 cm (134,41”)
Dimensions outside: 320 cm (125,98”)
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